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wall and ceiling
DISCOVER OUR CONTEMPORARY COLLECTION

OF WALL AND CEILING PANELS

THE LARGEST COLLECTION OF

TRUE-TO-LIFE DECORS 

WITHOUT DEMOLITION OF THE

EXISTING STRUCTURE

plenty of choice quick installation



 
DISCOVER OUR  
OTHER BRANDS
 

MAESTRO STEPS

Contemporary stair renovation for the staircase of your dreams. 

www.maestro-steps.com

MAESTRO DESIGN 

Wall & ceiling systems with integrated architectural lighting.

www.maestro-design.com



editorial
FOR TODAY AND THE FUTURE

We proudly present to you the new Maestro 

collection. Using five moods - Noble, Crisp, Calm, 

Eclectic and Warm - as our springboard, we 

developed an attractive collection that not only 

follows, but sets trends.

These five moods, five interior styles - put together 

by a creative team of trend watchers and colour 

experts - make sure that you have all the tools you 

need to design your own home. Affordable and 

oozing feeling, due to all-natural materials and an 

extensive selection: that’s our way of providing you 

with inspiration and helping you to cultivate your own 

style. That includes a choice of inviting accent walls 

and ceilings! Put your personality in the spotlight 

by enjoying the tremendous selection and ease of 

installation. Get inspired and create your own dream 

spot.

The new collection includes dozens of new designs 

that are unique in their own way. Colour, shape or 

technical ingenuity: the five moods are interspersed 

with firsts and based on the trends of today and the 

future.

Lode Espriet,  

Maestro innovation manager 
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trendsRicher, warmer and   
more natural

 
INSPIRATION AND TRENDS FOR THE 

INTERIOR OF TOMORROW

Softer, curvier, more joyful. That’s right, the latest 

interior design trends are cosy and cheerful. Warm 

and rich materials make an appearance at your home 

with panache. The right colours create an intimate 

glow, with a nod to nature.

PERFECTION IS A THING OF  

THE PAST

Whether you opt for a bare-bones interior with raw 

and industrial influences, a nonchalant bohemian 

style with a funky gypsy twist or a luxurious showy 

interior: perfection is no longer a must. As a result, 

the potential sources of inspiration are nearly 

limitless! From natural colours, like terracotta, to 

jeans blue. From ancient Greece to the pagodas of 

the Far East. Indeed, striking colour combinations - 

think earth tones tinged green or brass details - are 

totally in. Need more colour? Not a problem. Purple 

tones and pink in all its shades are making their 

appearance. The days of pink being only for girls are 

finally over.

YOU OWN STYLE CREATES A SENSE 

OF INTIMACY

Whatever mood you opt for, always be aware that soft 

materials and textiles provide warmth and cosiness in 

any interior: Downy velvet, fur or eye-catching fabrics 

with ethnic prints are gaining ground. And that’s 

whether or not in combination with natural brown or 

rust tones, darker species of wood such as oak or 

walnut and a touch of glamour thanks to matte black, 

gold or dark marble.

AN INTERIOR MADE TO MATCH

An interior is always a personal thing, as it should 

be! It’s that personal taste that emphasises your 

personality and gives character to your home, which 

is why Maestro developed five unique moods: five 

original styles that lend you a helping hand, and light 

your imagination to create an interior that matches 

what you have in mind perfectly.

Do you prefer lighter hues and wood types for a 

classic look or a trim, incredibly modern interior? 

Complemented with lavish materials and accents, 

Noble creates a luxurious feel. Or maybe you 

prefer pastels that make for instant happiness. 

Crisp combines playful shapes and clean lines for 

a phenomenal urban feel. At the heart of Calm are 

pale colours and natural wood, peace and a sense 

of harmony. Perfection lurks within the texture of 

materials and the imperfections of surfaces. Or you 

could enjoy an interior full of intimacy and personality. 

In Eclectic, you mix and match old with new for an 

interior full of surprise. Finally, Warm helps you to 

drift off into the cultural influences of Latin America 

and unique crafts: a traditional approach to evoke a 

sensual environment.
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noble
timeless  
elegance

THE POWER OF  

SIMPLICITY AND LAVISH MATERIALS

Elegant simplicity is the essence of Noble: combining 

opulent marble and gold with white and light woods. 

Although interiors inspired by this mood are fairly 

sober and sleek, there is a certain softness in the 

colours and materials used.

noble
timeless  
elegance
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NobleLess is more

T
imeless and versatile. With a warm, white 

interior you decide for purity and elegance. 

Thanks to a warm shade of white - think of 

Crystal White, White Ash or Silver Chestnut - you 

create a stylish canvas where light, space and calm 

hold sway. An added advantage: due to the many 

gradations of white, a cosy interior is created where 

mood is created effortlessly, using light woods, 

surprising accessories and lavish materials.

 Brushed Oak
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ADD YOUR OWN PERSONAL 

TOUCH 

Isn’t white a little unimaginative? It can be, but it 

doesn’t have to. In a pale, light-filled living room you 

can easily add a splash of colour and cosiness with 

an engaging accent wall, appealing design furniture 

or an ornament that draws the eye. In this way, you 

combine the best of both worlds: the peace and 

simplicity of the soft, white whole, with the vibrancy of 

contemporary colours or materials.

 White Ash
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THE BEAUTY OF MARBLE

An ostensibly sleek interior is the perfect base for a 

combination of colours and mediums such as marble. 

The generous allure of natural stone is trendier 

than ever thanks to the winding veins and a look 

that exudes luxury, and it works for traditional and 

contemporary interiors alike. White marble creates a 

wonderfully soft environment; or dare to choose for 

some colour and add character to your living room: 

dark green or pink marble adds an extra highlight.

NATURAL GOLD

Gold, silver, brass, bronze or matte black steel. 

Subtle accents with extravagant metals provide an 

instantaneous feel of luxury and throw in a touch 

of timelessness to your surroundings. Pink in its 

various expressions is also making its debut in 

home interiors. Subtle details make your living space 

complete.

MORE SPACE MEANS MORE BEAUTY

Enlarge your space. By using extended ceiling panels 

you create the optical illusion of expansive space. 

The seams are inconspicuous, allowing you to choose 

the decor for yourself. Opt for the rich allure of White 

 
the generous appearance of  

natural stone is more hip than 

ever

Marble or add a natural touch with White Ash or 

Natural Oak.

 Pink Marble
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 White Marble

White Ash

Natural Oak
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StoriesThe icing on  
the cake

A
new house, a fresh start. For Wim (52) and 

his family, that’s exactly what their story is. 

For months, he was busy renovating their new 

home into a spacious, modern family home. Only the 

finishing touch was still missing. That is, until two 

accent walls in a stylish marble look appeared on the 

scene.

 White Marble
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I am surprised by the impact  

the accent walls have. The marble is  

incredibly realistic and feels that way, too. 

 Black Marble
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It features uniform lines, natural accents and warm 

materials. The former butcher’s spacious living area is 

bathed in light. Wim did quite a bit himself, not only DIY 

jobs but also the interior decorating. “My preference is 

for minimalism and clean lines, but there was a lack 

of character in the kitchen and the living space.” Enter 

Maestro’s accent walls. The white marble keeps the 

kitchen sleek and stylish and is the perfect match for 

the philosophy behind Noble. The black marble in the 

living area adds a sense of ambience and a homely 

feel. The texture and dark accents take their inspiration 

from the Calm mood.

Before

After
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 White Marble

After
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A WARM CONTRAST

For Wim, daughter Lisa and Gilbert the dog, the new 

interior makes for a wonderful place to live and call 

home. “I am especially surprised by the impact of the 

decorative panels. In contrast to the bare, white walls, 

they provide a natural touch that creates tremendous 

added value. 

 The marble is incredibly realistic and feels that way, 

too. It’s exactly what I was looking for.”

The fact that Wim installed the accent wall and its 

panels with his own hands is an additional something 

special. “I’ll be the first to admit it: I am not a 

professional. Still, I do enjoy sticking my hands in. 

Even as an amateur, the installation went surprisingly 

quickly and without any hitches. In no time at all, 

the kitchen and the living room were conferred a 

completely new look.”

 White Marble
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W
hether as a DIY amateur or as a professional: 

the Maestro wall and ceiling panels are 

extremely easy to install. Even on your own. 

With these tips, you become the professional in your 

new build or renovation. 

4 tips  
FROM OUR 
PROFES-
SIONAL

➊ ALLOW FOR AN EXPANSION 

JOINT

Maestro’s wall and ceiling panels are mainly made of 

wood, and wood is a living thing. It’s for that reason 

that you ought to initially allow a new pack of panels 

to acclimatise to their new space for 24 hours and 

keep sufficient space for an expansion joint on the 

sides of your wall or ceiling during installation.

➋ CREATE AN ASSEMBLY PLAN

Come up with an assembly plan in advance to avoid 

waste and to optimise the use of your panels. Before 

installation, measure your wall or ceiling and divide 

the planks over the width. That way you will be sure 

of the best possible result.

➌ MIX THE PANELS

When installing the panels, pick and choose a 

selection from different packs. This will help you to 

achieve a natural look and alternating design themes. 

One option is to lay the panels on the ground first to 

arrange them in the most attractive combination.

➍ FINISH THE LOOK WITH  

ACCESSORIES

Ceiling mouldings, flexible mouldings or custom 

skirting: with the right Maestro accessories, you can 

add a unique accent to your partition or wall. 

Maestro wall and ceiling  panels 

 are exceptionally easy to install.  

Also on your own.  

 White Marble

GCV Hubert Sigiez,  

Carpentry & joinery Zandvoorde
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CRISP
neoScandi

THE NEW SCANDINAVIA

With playful shapes and clean lines, Crisp represents 

a special urban feel. Soft pastels and striking accents 

elevate the Scandinavian look to the next level. The 

Crisp philosophy is all about the fresh, surprising and 

now: contemporary innovations combined with  

a feminine aesthetic.
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CrispThe new colour 
of the North

c
oming home after a walk through stormy 

weather to a light-filled house with warm 

materials and bright details: the new 

Scandinavian style will thaw every fan of interior 

design in no time. Airy, playful and close to nature: 

could this be something for you?

It’s not just the herbed köttbullar, Stieg Larsson’s 

blood-curdling thrillers and the pumping beats of 

Avicii that have got us completely under their spell. 

Scandinavian interior design can also be found 

everywhere you go. Just like a good wine, Nordic 

design just keeps getting better. Today, clean lines, 

natural materials and geometric shapes coalesce 

with warm and fresh pastel colours. It’s also about 

how cosy furniture, sophisticated accessories and 

well-thought out wall and ceiling finishes create for 

a modern ambience that at the same time radiates 

warmth.

DESIGN AND COMFORT

Snuggly fabrics and sturdy materials have the upper 

hand in the new Scandinavian design. Pastel-coloured 

velvet, a carpet you can deliciously let your feet 

sink into, or a soft leather seat: the more comfort it 

exudes, the better.

Like good wine, Nordic design 

just keeps getting better
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Crisp

PEACHY PINK

In Scandinavian style 2.0, pastels and light woods 

lead the way. A few bright accents will complete your 

Scandinavian look. For example, opt for wall panels in 

Terrazzo Blue. The result is a play between soft and 

industrial, futuristic and nostalgic with both a feminine 

and a masculine aesthetic. Is your preference for 

something a little more traditional? If so, select a 

peachy pink or white finish for your wall panels.

 Terrazzo Pink

 Lacquered White

 Creamy Ash
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Eclectic
extravaganza

CREATE YOUR OWN ROMANTIC STYLE 

Enjoy an interior full of personality. Romantic interiors 

evoke mystery without divulging their secrets right 

away. Eclectic furnishes spaces in layers that have to 

be discovered one by one. Dark colours and unique 

objects provide a hint of cosiness and nostalgia.
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Black magic 
brimming with 
mystery

A 
dark interior is exciting, charming, chic and 

mysterious. Taking a step into the dark side 

takes some courage, but it pays off. Start out 

cautiously or immediately throw yourself head-in.

DARK BEAUTY

Rich, deep colours with a natural soft satin sheen. 

That is the power of contemporary dark interior 

design. Elitist and glamorous, without breaking the 

bank. Blue and metallic colours, brown and burgundy, 

magical plum and forest green. Choose 

 the colours that reflect your personality.
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 Ebony Walnut
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OPTICAL ILLUSIONS

Make a large room more intimate without sacrificing 

space. Thanks to dark ceiling panels - with or without 

ornamentation or texture - a sense of closeness and 

an extra cosy feeling are created. Soft materials such 

as velvet or faded fabrics (on your wall as well) also 

add cosiness and personality.

The rich, deep colours 

radiate a natural, soft 

satin sheen: elitist and 

glamorous, without 

breaking the bank.

 Antique White  Faded Pink
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A PERSONAL PAST

The charm of dark interiors traces back to the Middle 

Ages and the Romantic era. The style combines 

vintage materials and crafts with new technology. For 

example, complement your dark interior with personal 

effects. In this way your home becomes a true journey 

of exploration for every visitor.

 Matte Black
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calm
Zenterior

ZEN IN THE CITY

Interiors inspired by Calm are permeated with a calm 

mellowness that derives from living in harmony with 

nature. Natural materials full of texture have a high 

wabi-sabi quality: inspired by far-off Japan, they 

illustrate the beauty of imperfection.
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4 tipsNatural  
peace at home

4 TIPS FOR A PEACEFUL INTERIOR

A hectic day at work, a traffic jam on the way home, a quick stop by the shop: isn’t it wonderful to come home to peace and calm 

after the daily hustle and bustle? With these tips, you can easily bring nature into your home.

➊ PLANT A TREE

Bring nature into your home, something you can take 

quite literally. With a wall full of hanging plants, an 

indoor garden or a bright patio with a stately tree, the 

boundary between the outside and the inside fades 

away. The abundant presence of plants provides a 

sense of calm and promotes concentration.

➋ USE NATURAL MATERIALS AND 

COLOURS

Nature has a wide colour palette to draw from. Blue 

shades for water, green for botanical, grey and brown 

for earth and stone, yellow for sand and sun, and red 

for the volcanic and fire. These shades bring a natural 

ambience to the home. In addition, choose familiar, raw 

materials: leather, wicker, bamboo, natural stone, wood, 

wool and silk are all classics.

Naast planten en bomen zijn er talloze

➍ COARSE TEXTURE

 Raw Concrete

also discover lynes, the 

wall and ceiling system with 

integrated lighting
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4 tips

➌ BRING NATURE INTO  

YOUR INTERIOR

Aside from plants and trees, there are countless other 

ways to bring greenery into your home. You can find 

nature in all kinds of materials, prints, textures and 

colours. From natural decorations such as animal  

hides, soft-haired pillows and wicker to a table in 

characterful teak or elements with  

a floral print.

 Misty Tweed

Concrete is versatile, pure and robust.  

Concrete’s texture adds a perfectly imperfect element 

and creates a kind of vulnerability. The unprocessed 

structures and porous surfaces fit perfectly into the 

Japanese wabi-sabi philosophy, where a little bit of 

imperfection in our interior is fully embraced and 

accentuated. 

 Chalk Green
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Country with 
a groove

o
f course you adore the cosiness of a country 

interior. Nothing says that so clearly as 

decorative wall panels with a deep groove.

NATURAL COLOURS

Contemporary country styles like to employ natural 

colours. Light intermediate hues with a faded touch. 

Choose colours that reflect peace and quiet. For 

example, combine green and blue, or go for purple 

and blue. Natural colours give you the opportunity to 

escape the daily hustle and bustle. Nothing is set, and 

anything goes. The digital world makes place for a 

quiet environment.

 Aqua Green
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YOUR OWN VINTAGE DESIGN

Light colours, comfortable materials and soft fabrics. 

Country stands for warmth and affection on every 

level. Downy wool, nostalgic linen: everything is 

possible. A country style calls for a mishmash of 

furniture and decorations. With a lick of paint, you 

can transform a second-hand piece of furniture into a 

stylish trendsetter.

COTTAGE VERSUS COUNTRY

Cottage takes its inspiration from English country 

houses. Attention to detail and decorative mouldings 

create a romantic interior that is as playful as it is 

refreshing. The English style combines perfectly with 

a country interior. The attention to decoration, the 

delicate accents, such as wall panelling with a deep 

groove and other airy accents make for an inviting 

home tailored to your life and your family.

 Eggshell Grey

Tip
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Warm
Bohomodern

ARTISAN BEAUTY

Tasteful, artistically decorated rooms full of natural 

materials with a retro-modern touch create a sensual 

warmth. Objects in these interiors have the flair of 

traditional handmade crafts. The cultural influences 

of Latin America provide a particularly warm colour 

palette centred around nature and earth tones.
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warmMighty Mexican

M
exico. Mexíííco. The ‘Singer Without Name’ 

knew it well: Mexico is hot. Not only the 

radiant sun, tortillas and tequila help you to 

drift off to exotic destinations. Cactuses and colourful 

carpets also give you the urge to explore the world. 

And that’s exactly what you can use to bring an 

original twist to your interior.

 Brown Marble
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warmMighty Mexican

Need for a space that lets you dream about 

exotic destinations, and that is bubbling with 

positive energy? Then this style is a must!

 Terracotta Red
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FLORAL FRIDA

One of the great icons of Mexican culture is without 

a doubt Frida Kahlo. She is known for her surrealistic 

paintings, dramatic tram accident and her free-spirited 

life. Kahlo was praised for her stylish clothes full of vivid 

colours and Mexican symbolism. She often wore flowers 

in her hair, which you can also see in her paintings. Her 

style is everything you would expect from a warm interior, 

with endless possibilities of variation and tailored to the 

seasons. 

 Freckled Terrazzo
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TIMELESS TERRACOTTA

Artisan techniques, hints of nature and earth tones 

are the hallmarks of this interior. Add a touch of Latin 

America, and you end up with terracotta. Ceramics 

with the typical ruddy-brown colour match perfectly 

with the Mexican trends and the warm interior you 

have in mind. As a decorative element on your 

wooden table or as an accessory on a sideboard, 

you can find terracotta in all shapes and sizes. Group 

them in threes for a balanced result.

SKULLS AND ROSES

The last stop during our trip through Mexico: the 

typical skulls and roses. You regularly see them in 

retro tattoos, and they contribute to your styling and 

your interior design. Subtle accents or an enormous 

eye-catcher? Bring a piece of South America into your 

home and give your home a unique edge. Naturally, 

fresh roses are always a welcome touch. They 

instantaneously brighten up a room. Breathe in the 

perfume of fresh flowers, Mexico and especially your 

own homeliness.

Tip
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4 tipsfor a warm interior
4 TIPS FOR A WARM INTERIOR

Do you also feel like wrapping yourself up in cosy homeliness and a warm interior? With these four tips, simply 

set to work for a quick result.

➊ CHEERFUL COLOURS

A warm interior starts with warm colours. Orange, 

red, yellow or ruddy-brown are recommended. 

However, opulent, dark colours also create a cosy 

ambience, for your walls as well as your furniture and 

accessories.

➋ SNUGGLY TEXTILES

Soft means cosy. Lilac shades make their appearance 

in your interior and let you forget dark days. Colour on 

your pillows or carpet? Get warm spontaneously.  


 Purple Thistle


 Brow

n W
alnut
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4 tips

➌ NATURAL MATERIALS AND  

ACCESSORIES

Wood, wicker, wool and flowers are indispensable 

elements for a warm interior. Natural materials give a 

homely feeling, even in your decorations.

➍ LIGHT AND FRAGRANCE

Nothing is as cosy as the flickering flame of a 

candle. Choose a relaxing scent for your ultimate Zen 

moment.  

Warmly recommended!

Flowers are perfect in a warm interior, 

with infinite variety possibilities and  

tailored to the seasons.
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NOVOExperience  
wellness in 
your own home

MOISTURE-PROOF PANELS 

FOR KITCHEN AND BATHROOM

Make your bathroom a space to enjoy yourself 

in. Wake up in the morning, relax blissfully in the 

evening: enjoy every moment in your own home spa.

44



 Green Marble

NOVO
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A NEW STANDARD IN THE BATHROOM

Impervious to moisture, 100 percent hygienic and 

pleasing to the eye. The moisture-resistant wall 

panels transform every wet room into a place 

exquisite to dwell in. The unique foil and moisture-

resistant MDF turn your bathroom into an oasis of 

peace and warmth.

A wonderfully smooth finish,  

a soft structure or the visible  

grain of natural wood.  

The moisture-resistant panels  

exist in many different finishes.

 Nude Marble
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YOUR OWN STYLE

A wonderfully smooth finish, a soft structure, the 

visible grain of natural wood or luxurious veins of 

marble. The panels are available in several different 

finishes. Go for texture, a natural look or a sleek 

contemporary whole with marble accents. With over 

20 different designs and three different sizes, you 

will find the waterproof wall or ceiling panel just right 

for you.

 Uni White

 White Marble

NOVOto be recognised 
by the novno icon.
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WaterwallThe wonderful world  
of WaterWall

WATER-RESISTANT  

SHOWER PANELS

WaterWall is a handsome collection of wall panels 

for use in wet spaces: from shower to bathroom, and 

entirely seamless. This makes the panels completely 

washable, scratch-resistant and entirely hygienic. 

WaterWall makes life easier and your bathroom more 

beautiful.

 

FROM TILE TO CONCRETE

Do you like large or small tile effects in your 

bathroom or the shower? Or do you prefer the classic 

look of natural stone? WaterWall offers you total 

freedom with designs that reflect every style: from a 

contemporary concrete look to tactile textures. That 

way, you have even more choice to give shape to your 

own oasis.

EASY TO INSTALL

Why make things difficult for yourself when there 

is an easy option? Thanks to the unique installation 

system of WaterWall, you save time and effort. The 

handy click system is easy to use and 100 percent 

effective, even if you install it on your own.

Do you want to glue the wall panels? That’s possible 

as well, even without removing the existing tiles. Say 

goodbye to all the destruction and mess. Say hello to 

WaterWall.
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 00100 Siva

 00161 Maro

 00162 Mito

 00163 Lima

 00164 Visto

 00165 Calo

 00090 Pamuk

 00166 Tonda
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StoriesAn installer  
with a mission

F
or a professional, three things are important: 

quality, speed of installation and service. It’s no 

coincidence that these are the three reasons why 

Jasper Van Brabant often opts to go with Maestro. As 

an independent plumber, he does everything he can 

to prove his reputation time and again.

From the installation of sanitary facilities to complete 

bathroom renovations: Jasper Van Brabant, a plumber 

from Ypres, is happy to take care of it. Hailing from 

idyllic Voormezele, he is on the go every day to make 

the life of his customers as pleasant and easy as 

possible. That’s why he offers a complete package for 

an entirely new bathroom, from removing the existing 

decor to selecting and installing all of the units and 

interior finishes.. 

SAVING TIME AND MONEY

“My customers love quality that is beautiful and 

stands the test of time. That’s why I often suggest 

Maestro as a finish for walls and ceilings. On top 

of that, it’s easy to install. That’s great for me, but 

certainly also for my customers, because the time 

saved really reduces the working hours. That means 

money that they can spend on other things.”

According to Jasper, one of the major reasons why 

installing Maestro wall and ceiling panels goes so 

smoothly is the fact that the surface does not have to 

be levelled. “Even on an uneven surface, the panels 

can be installed so that they are perfectly level. The 

only preparation needed is a wooden framework. 

The quick installation makes it 

pleasant for me, but especially for 

my customers because it saves them 

time and money.
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I love  

the practical  

solutions that  

Maestro offers.

In case of walls that come into direct contact with 

water, such as showers, I resolutely opt for Maestro’s 

Waterwall. An additional plus here is that you can 

simply glue the panels to the wall. “

INSPIRATIONAL OPTIONS

Practicality is one thing, but the look also obviously 

determines the customer’s choice. “That’s when the 

Maestro sample box really comes in handy. There 

is always a sample in my van.” The sample box is 

exactly what the name suggests: an inviting collection 

of decorative samples with every possible version 

of the Maestro collection. “In a single glance, I can 

demonstrate what the options are. This makes it easy 

for the customer to choose from among the extensive 

collection of designs. What’s more, the samples 

are detachable. That lets us place the colour or the 

design directly next to the existing interior.”
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Long live  
panelling

HOW A WALL PANEL BRINGS YOUR 

ROOM TO LIFE

Tasteful country or surprisingly contemporary: with 

stylish panelling, you can give your interior the touch 

you have in mind. Whether you employ optical illusion 

to enlarge your space, hide an unfinished wall or add 

extra ambience, the large selection of form, size and 

finish gives you a myriad of possibilities.

GETTING CREATIVE WITH COLOUR

The Lambris wall panels can be painted over without 

any problem. In that way, you can match the colour 

of your panelling exactly to the shade of your interior. 

Tip: do you have a high ceiling? High, dark panelling 

makes your space homely and intimate. Do you want 

your living room to look bigger and lighter? Go for a 

light colour that matches your (white) floor perfectly.

Tip
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SUBTLE DECORATION

Your wall panel is never complete without a cornice 

and skirting, and why wouldn’t that be true? That’s 

because the finish gives you even more scope to 

express yourself. In addition, they create space for 

small accessories and ornamentation. For example, 

choose a wide border that gives you the freedom to 

add subtle ornamentation.
Tip
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EASY TO MAINTAIN

All Maestro wall and ceiling panels can easily be 

cleaned with a slightly damp cloth. The waterproof 

collection has a special water repellent coating.

All Maestro wall and ceiling panels are heat and UV 

resistant. This way they can retain their original look 

for years.

NICELY FINISHED

Maestro offers a total solution for the decoration 

of your space. For a perfect finish, you will find 

matching and easy to install profiles in each collection 

: skirtings, ceiling mouldings, with and without rails, 

flexible mouldings, and other accessories.

 

EASY INSTALLATION

Professional or do-it-yourselfer. Thanks to the unique 

tongue and groove system, Maestro panels are very 

easy to install by yourself. Removing the covering 

later on? That too is done in no time.

Discover all the qualities and get inspired by a range 

of colors and designs for your new construction or 

renovation project that will turn every place into your 

favorite spot.

benefits of  
the master
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IT CLICKS WITH MAESTRO

While clicking the Maestro ceiling and wall panels 

together, a subtle groove is created. Thanks to 

the minimal bevel on the sides, this looks almost 

seamless.

IN THE SPOTLIGHTS

Installing spot lights in a Maestro ceiling? No 

problem! Thanks to the durable adhesive bonding, the 

panels can resist heat up to 110 °C.

TECHSPECS

• A basis of MDF covered with a high quality foil.

• Tongue and groove system makes blind nailing 

possible.

• Micro bevel on the long and the short sides almost 

looks seamless.

• The subtle groove between the panels creates a 

stylish effect.

HUMID- AND WATERRESISTANT 

SOLUTIONS

Maestro offers a solution for your entire home, even 

the bathroom. The WaterWall collection is specially 

designed for humid spaces. These wall panels are 

finished with an extra water repellent coating. Thanks 

to the lack of real joints, the panels are perfectly 

hygienic. And they are of course very easy to install 

thanks to the convenient click-system. Like the panels 

for humid spaces, they are proof of our constant 

search for innovation and improvement in product 

development. Choose from our tasteful designs and 

tile motifs.

In bathrooms and kitchens it is essential that you use 

materials that are moisture-resistant. Thanks to the 

impenetrable foil and the moisture-resistant MDF, 

these panels are perfectly suited for this.

PEFC/07-31-194

10 
YEARS
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moodsoverview of our decors

eclectic

WARM

crisp

EC010 Creamy Oak

WA066 Sahara Ochre

CR034 Peachy Oak

EC039 Antique White

WA142 Purple Thistle

CR149 Electric Blue

EC135 Brushed Bronze

EC026 Pearl Grey

WA031 Canadian Oak

CR012 White Oak

EC131 Black Sandstone

WA143 Freckled Terrazzo

CR150 Terrazzo Blue

EC136 Soft Pink

EC011 Amber Oak

WA139 Castle Oak

CX025 White Lacquered 

EC132 Faded Blue

WA144 Ginger Cherry

CR151 Terrazzo Pink

EC137 Ebony Walnut

EC035 Grey Oak

WA140 Brown Walnut

CR147 Yellow Pine

EC133 Matte Black

WA145 Terracotta Red

CR152 Creamy Ash

EC138 Faded Pink

EC053 Mellow Birch

WA141 Aqua Green

CR148 Peachy Pink

EC134 Rusted Steel

WA146 Brown Marble
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These decors are available as moisture-proof panels

calm

CA071 Misty Tweed 

CA036 Sandy Birch

CX025 White Lacquered 

CA125 Foggy Grey

CA130 Black Marble

CA018 Grunge Cream

CA038 Painted Oak

CA004 Sanded Stucco

CA126 Smoke Grey

CA017 Champagne Ash

CA007 Grey Ash

CA122 Black Ash

CA127 Denim Blue

CA041 Honey Oak

CA009 Ivory Ash

CA123 Chalk Green

CA128 Pepper Oak

CA042 Light Oak

CA015 Brushed Oak

CA124 Eggshell Grey

CA129 Raw Concrete

NOBLE

NO029 Clay White

NO046 White Sisal NO153 Natural Oak

NO121 Pink MarbleNO117 Green Marble

NO024 Crystal White

NO045 Silver Chestnut

NO118 White Marble

NO003 Gloss White

NO008 White Birch

NO119 Nude Marble

NO002 Uni White

NO044 Polar Ash

NO120 Grey Travertin

NO001 White Ash
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1.ceiling panels

CA124 Eggshell Grey

EC133 Matte Black

NO046 White Sisal

CA041 Honey Oak

EC026 Pearl Grey

NO024 Crystal White

WA146 Brown Marble

CA125 Foggy Grey

EC136 Soft Pink

CA042 Light Oak

EC035 Grey Oak

NO029 Clay White

CX025 White Lacquered

CA126  Smoke Grey

WA031 Canadian Oak

CA071 Misty Tweed

EC039 Antique White

NO044 Polar Ash

CA036 Sandy Birch

CR034 Peachy Oak

CA128 Pepper Oak

WA141 Aqua Green

CR152 Creamy Ash

EC053 Mellow Birch

NO045 Silver Chestnut

CA038 Painted Oak

CR147 Yellow Pine

NO001 White Ash NO002 Uni White NO003 Gloss White NO008 White Birch

NO119 Nude Marble NO153 Natural OakNO118 White Marble

CA015 Brushed Oak CA017 Champagne Ash CA018 Grunge CreamCA009 Ivory Ash

CA007 Grey AshCA004 Stucco Sanded

CA123 Chalk Green

CA129 Raw Concrete

CR012 White Oak

EC011 Amber OakEC010 Creamy Oak

These designs are humid resistant

CA130 Black Marble
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dimensions (net) 177x1196 223x1696

Humid resistant 

177x1196

Humid resistant 

287x1196

dimensions (gross) 190x1200 236x1700 190x1200 300x1200

thickness 10 10 8 8

NO001 WHITE ASH 726125 726603 726160 726171

NO
BL

E

NO002 UNI WHITE 726124 726159 726170

NO003 GLOSS WHITE 726123 726158 726169

NO008 WHITE BIRCH 726128 726161 726172

NO024 CRYSTAL WHITE 726122

NO029 CLAY WHITE 726121

NO044 POLAR ASH 726129

NO045 SILVER CHESTNUT 726127

NO046 WHITE SISAL 726126

NO118 WHITE MARBLE 726130 726604 726665 726458

NO119 NUDE MARBLE 726131 726666 726459

NO153 NATURAL OAK 726611

CA004 STUCCO SANDED 726168 726174

CA
LM

CA007 GREY ASH 726138 726163

CA009 IVORY ASH 726139

CA015 BRUSHED OAK 726167

CA017 CHAMPAGNE ASH 726166

CA018 GRUNGE CREAM 726162 726173

CA036 SANDY BIRCH 726136

CA038 PAINTED OAK 726137 729632

CA041 HONEY OAK 726134

CA042 LIGHT OAK 726135

CA071 MISTY TWEED 726132

CA123 CHALK GREEN 726667 726460

CA124 EGGSHELL GREY 726133

CA125 FOGGY GREY 726148

CA126 SMOKE GREY 726670

CA128 PEPPER OAK 726605 729629

CA129 RAW CONCRETE 726140 726606 726668 726461

CA130 BLACK MARBLE 729633

CX025 WHITE LACQUERED 726155

panels

EC010 CREAMY OAK 726141 726164

EC
LE

CT
IC

EC011 AMBER OAK 726142 726669

EC026 PEARL GREY 726157

EC035 GREY OAK 726143

EC039 ANTIQUE WHITE 726145

EC053 MELLOW BIRCH 726144

EC133 MATTE BLACK 726607 729630

EC136 SOFT PINK 726146

W
AR

M

WA031 CANADIAN OAK 726147

WA141 AQUA GREEN 726671

WA146 BROWN MARBLE 726608

CR
IS

P

CR012 WHITE OAK 726150 726165

CR034 PEACHY OAK 726149

CR147 YELLOW PINE 726152 726609 729631

CR152 CREAMY ASH 726610

CX025 WHITE LACQUERED 726155

pieces/pack 6 5 6 4

content (net) 1,270 m² 1,891 m² 1,270 m² 1,373 m²

content (gross) 1,368 m² 2,006 m² 1,368 m² 1,440 m²

Maestro Panel has ceiling panels in four different 

sizes and in 45 designs. The panels are ready-

to-use, and thanks to their tongue and groove 

connection they are easy to install yourself.

New: longer ceiling panels of 170cm that make 

your room look bigger. 

 

100 percent hygienic and pleasing to the eye, the 

humid resistant ceiling panels transform every 

wet room into a pleasant place. The unique foil 

and moisture resistant MDF turn your bathroom 

into an oasis of peace and warmth.

STACK BOND

Symmetrical bond

Natural bond

Running bond

NOVO
finishing

Flexible moulding Ceiling moulding Ceiling moulding Ceiling moulding

50x2700 

2

35x2700 

22

40x2400 

8

40x2400 

10

726478 726370 729685 729664

726477 726369 729687 729667

726476 726368 729691 729677

726481 726373 729686 729666

726475 726367 729672

726474 726366 729681

726482 726374 729665

726480 726372 729668

726479 726371

726484 726376 729696 729684

726485 726377

726542 726432

726499 726391

726495 726387 729695 729682

726496 726388 729673

726497 726389

726490 726382

726489 726381

726493 726385

726494 726386 729689 729671

726491 726383

726492 726384

726488 726380

726501 726393

726502 726394

726503 726395

726504 726396

726506 726398 729694 729680

726507 726399 729690 729674

726508

726498 726390 729675

726509 726401 729688 729670

726511 726403 729693 729679

726510 726402

726512 726404 729676

726514 726406 729669

726513 726405

726517 726409

726520 726412

726524 726416 729683

726527 726419

726532

726534 726426 729692 729678

726533 726425

726536 726428

726541 726433

726498 726390 729675

2 2 2 2

5,4 rm/pack 5,4 rm/pack 4,8 rm/pack 4,8 rm/pack

NOVO
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CA124 Eggshell Grey

CA130 Black Marble

EC131 Black Sandstone

EC026 Pearl Grey

NO024 Crystal White

EC135 Brushed Bronze

WA139  Castle Oak

CA125 Foggy Grey

EC132 Faded Blue

EC035 Grey Oak

NO029 Clay White

CA038 Painted Oak

EC136 Soft Pink

WA140 Brown Walnut

CA009 Ivory Ash

CA126  Smoke Grey

EC039 Antique White

EC137 Ebony Walnut

CA128 Pepper Oak

EC134 Rusted Steel

WA066 Sahara OchreWA031 Canadian Oak

NO153 Natural Oak

CX025 White Lacquered

EC053 Mellow Birch

EC011 Amber Oak

EC138 Faded Pink WA141 Aqua Green

CR147 Yellow Pine

WA142 Purple Thistle

CR148 Peachy Pink CR152 Creamy AshCR149 Electric Blue

WA144 Ginger Cherry CR034 Peachy Oak

NO120 Grey Travertin

CA042 Light Oak CA071 Misty Tweed

CA127 Denim Blue

CA122 Black Ash

EC133 Matte Black

WA145 Terracotta Red

NO001 White Ash NO002 Uni White NO003 Gloss White NO008 White Birch NO117 Green Marble

NO118 White Marble NO119 Nude Marble NO121 Pink Marble

CA018 Grunge CreamCA015 Brushed Oak

CA007 Grey AshCA004 Stucco Sanded

CA123 Chalk Green CA129 Raw Concrete

EC010 Creamy Oak

CR151 Terrazzo PinkCR150 Terrazzo Blue

WA143 Freckled Terrazzo WA146 Brown Marble CR012 White Oak

2.wall panels

These designs are humid resistant
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In het Maestro assortiment vind je 
een rijke waaier aan wandpanelen 
in verschillende breedtes, met een 
gevarieerd palet van liefst 62 decors 
gaande van hout tot marmer en beton. 
De panelen laten zich uiterst makkelijk 
plaatsen en zijn afwasbaar. Bovendien 
zijn ze kamerhoog, om voegen op de 
kopse kanten te vermijden.

Ondoordringbaar voor vocht, 100 
procent hygiënisch én een streling voor 
het oog. Met de vochtbestendige 
collectie wandpanelen tover je elke 
vochtige ruimte om tot een plek waar 
het heerlijk vertoeven is. De unieke 
folie en vochtwerende MDF maken 
van je badkamer een oase van rust en 
warmte.  

PLAATSINGSVERBAND

Symmetrisch Mix afmetingen

Diepe groef

2 2
5,4 rm/pack 4,8 rm/pack

 
Flexible moulding Skirting

50x2700 120x2400

2 14

726478
726477
726476
726481
726475
726474
726483
726484
726485 726448
726486
726487
726542 726435

726499
726495
726496
726497
726489
726494
726492
726488
726500
726501
726502
726503
726504
726505

726506 726449

726507 726436
726508 726437
726498

726509
726511
726510
726512
726514
726513
726515
726516
726517 726438
726518
726519 726439
726520
726521
726522

726524
726523
726525
726526
726527
726528
726529 726440
726530
726531
726532 726441

726534
726533
726536
726537
726538 726442
726539 726443
726540
726541
726498

finishingpanels

pieces/pack 4 6 6 6 4
content (net) 3,175 m² 1,660 m² 1,643 m² 0,830 m² 3,175 m²
content (gross) 3,324 m² 1,878 m² 1,878 m² 1,050 m² 3,324 m²

dimensions (net) 287x2766 100x2766
Deep groove 

99x2766 50x2766
Humid resistant 

287x2766

dimensions (gross) 300x2770 113x2770 113x2770 63x2770 300x2770

thickness 10 10 10 10 8

NO001 WHITE ASH 726579 726347

NO
BL

E

NO002 UNI WHITE 726578 726613 726346
NO003 GLOSS WHITE 726600 726345
NO008 WHITE BIRCH 726580 726348
NO024 CRYSTAL WHITE 726577
NO029 CLAY WHITE 726576 726612
NO117 GREEN MARBLE 726543 726462
NO118 WHITE MARBLE 726544 726463
NO119 NUDE MARBLE 726545 726464
NO120 GREY TRAVERTIN 726546
NO121 PINK MARBLE 726547 726465
NO153 NATURAL OAK 726594 726662 726638

CA004 STUCCO SANDED 726473

CA
LM

CA007 GREY ASH 726583 726614 726349
CA009 IVORY ASH 726584
CA015 BRUSHED OAK 726352
CA018 GRUNGE CREAM 726472
CA038 PAINTED OAK 726595
CA042 LIGHT OAK 726582
CA071 MISTY TWEED 726581
CA122 BLACK ASH 726548 726639 726625
CA123 CHALK GREEN 726549 726466
CA124 EGGSHELL GREY 726550 726640 726615
CA125 FOGGY GREY 726596 726663 726616
CA126 SMOKE GREY 726551 726641 726617
CA127 DENIM BLUE 726597 726664 726618
CA128 PEPPER OAK 726552 726642 726626
CA129 RAW CONCRETE 726553 726643 726627 726467
CA130 BLACK MARBLE 726554
CX025 WHITE LACQUERED 726601 726624

EC010 CREAMY OAK 726585 726350

EC
LE

CT
IC

EC011 AMBER OAK 726586
EC026 PEARL GREY 726602
EC035 GREY OAK 726587
EC039 ANTIQUE WHITE 726598
EC053 MELLOW BIRCH 726588
EC131 BLACK SANDSTONE 726555 726644
EC132 FADED BLUE 726556 726645
EC133 MATTE BLACK 726557 726646 726619 726628
EC134 RUSTED STEEL 726558 726647
EC135 BRUSHED BRONZE 726559 726648
EC136 SOFT PINK 726560 726649 726620 726629
EC137 EBONY WALNUT 726561 726650 726630
EC138 FADED PINK 726562 726651

W
AR

M

WA031 CANADIAN OAK 726590
WA066 SAHARA OCHRE 726589
WA139 CASTLE OAK 726563 726652 726631
WA140 BROWN WALNUT 726564 726653 726632
WA141 AQUA GREEN 726565 726654
WA142 PURPLE THISTLE 726599 726621
WA143 FRECKLED TERRAZZO 726566 726468
WA144 GINGER CHERRY 726567 726655 726633
WA145 TERRACOTTA RED 726568 726656
WA146 BROWN MARBLE 726569 726469

CR
IS

P

CR012 WHITE OAK 726592 726351
CR034 PEACHY OAK 726591
CR147 YELLOW PINE 726570 726657 726634
CR148 PEACHY PINK 726571 726658 726622 726635
CR149 ELECTRIC BLUE 726572 726659 726636
CR150 TERRAZZO BLUE 726573 726470
CR151 TERRAZZO PINK 726574 726471
CR152 CREAMY ASH 726575 726661 726623 726637
CX025 WHITE LACQUERED 726601 726624

726509 726401
726511 726403
726510 726402
726512 726404
726514 726406
726513 726405
726517 726409
726520 726412

726524 726416
726527 726419
726532

726534 726426
726533 726425
726536 726428
726541 726433
726498 726390

The Maestro assortment offers a wide range 

of wall panels in 5 different widths, with 

a varied palette of no less than 62 designs 

ranging from wood to marble and concrete. 

The panels can be installed very easily and 

are washable. In addition, they are floor-to-

ceiling, to avoid joints on the ends. 

 

100 percent hygienic and pleasing to 

the eye, the humid resistant wall panels 

transform every wet room into a pleasant 

place. The unique foil and moisture-

resistant MDF turn your bathroom into an 

oasis of peace and warmth.

INSTALLATION METHOD

Symmetrical

Mix of widths

Deep groove

Ceiling moulding: 

see page 59

NOVO
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3.waterwall

The groove in the 

panels creates an 

instant tile effect.

FINISHING

7,4 x 13,4 x 18 x 2700 mm
1 pc/pack 
ref 500960 
 
For a waterproof finish on 
the edge of your shower 
panels.

10,8 x 18 x 2400 mm 
1 pc/pack 
ref 501260
 
For a waterproof finish on 
the edge of your shower 
panels.

To use with the two-part 
inner corner profile. 
1 pc/pack 
ref 501262

10,8 x 16 x 2700 mm 
1 pc/pack  
ref 500958

10,2 x 35 x 2400 mm 
1 pc/pack  
ref 500661 
 
For a waterproof finish 
between panel and floor.

10,8 x 20 x 2700 mm 
1 pc/pack 
ref 500959

2 PVC profiles: 
25 x 35,5 x 1820 mm 
Silicone kit and mitre box 
ref 500660 
 
For a perfect drainage 
between panel and 
shower or bath.

end profile alu

L-finishing profile alu

push block

inner corner profile alu

skirting profile alu

outer corner profile alu

panseal kit

00163 LIMA 00164 VISTO

00090 PAMUK 00100 SIVA 00161 MARO

00162 MITO

00165 CALO

dimensions (net) 600x2400 mm

Tile format

600x293x10 mm 

Extension panelthickness 10

00090 PAMUK 730622 600 x 600 730496

00100 SIVA 730623 600 x 600 730497

00161 MARO 730624 600 x 600 730498

00162 MITO 730625 600 x 1200 730499

00163 LIMA 730626 600 x 600 730500

00164 VISTO 730627 600 x 600 730501

00165 CALO 730628 600 x 300 730502

00166 TONDA 730629 600 x 600 730503

pieces/pack 2 2

content (net) 2,880 m² 0,35 m²

PANELS

00166 TONDA
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4.lambris

1

The Lambris panels have a standard height of 120 cm and are 

therefore ready to be installed.

panels

2

The installation kit consists of a base and 3 fixing slats. The kit 

serves as a basis for attaching the paneling.

installation kit

3

Finishes the top of your paneling neatless.

cornice

4

Finishes the bottom of your paneling neatly and simply clicks 

into the mounting socket.

skirting cottage

This block serves as a starting profile if the paneling starts in the 

middle of the wall instead of between two walls.

finishing block

The flexible moulding can be folded in two directions and 

neatly finishes an inside or outside corner.

flexible moulding

1

2

3

4

2

PANELS

dimensions (net) 85 x 1195 mm

dimensions (gross) 98 x 1200 mm

thickness 12 mm

00080 WHITE PAINTABLE 726799

pieces/pack 12

content (net) 1,219 m²

content (gross) 1,411 m²

close-up

FINISHING

22 x 130 x 2440 mm 
10 x 25 x 2440 mm
1 pc/pack (2,44 rm)
ref 726826

45 x 55 x 120 mm
2 pcs/pack
ref 705242

48 x 57 x 2400 mm 
1 pc/pack (2,40 rm) 
ref 726800

4 x 60 x 1200 mm 
4 pcs/pack (4,80 rm) 
ref 726802

16 x 100 x 2400 mm 
1 pc/pack (2,40 rm) 
ref 726801

installation kit

finishing block

cornice

flexible moulding

skirting cottage
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5.FINISHING
DECOR ACCESSORIES

PAINTABLE SKIRTINGS*

2 x 50 x 2700 mm 
2 pcs/pack (5,40 rm)

14 x 75 x 2400 mm 
5 pcs/pack (12 rm)
ref 705414
14 x 120 x 2400 mm 
5 pcs/pack (12 rm) 
ref 705413 

14 x 75 x 2400 mm 
5 pcs/pack (12 rm) 
ref 705412
14 x 120 x 2400 mm 
5 pcs/pack (12 rm) 
ref 705411

14 x 75 x 2400 mm 
5 pcs/pack (12 rm) 
ref 705408 
14 x 120 x 2400 mm  
5 pcs/pack (12 rm) 
ref 705407

14 x 75 x 2400 mm 
5 pcs/pack (12 rm) 
ref 705410 
14 x 120 x 2400 mm 
5 pcs/pack (12 rm) 
ref 705409 

12 x 68 x 2400 mm 
5 pcs/pack (12 rm) 
ref 725648

14 x 120 x 2400 mm 
2 pcs/pack (4,80 rm)

16 x 130 x 2200 mm 
6 pcs/pack (13,20 rm) 
ref 705415 
 
This renovation skirting is placed 
over the current skirting.

14 x 58 x 2400 mm  
10 pcs/pack (24 rm) 
ref 712275 

22 x 35 x 2700 mm 
2 pcs/pack (5,40 rm)

8 x 70 x 2200 mm 
5 pcs/pack (11 rm) 
ref 723480 

14 x 80 x 2400 mm 
10 pcs/pack (24 rm) 
ref 717424

12 x 80 x 2200 mm 
10 pcs/pack (22 rm) 
ref 723483

decor flexible moulding

skirting - straight 
model fix & clic

skirting - French 
model fix & clic

skirting 12x68

decor skirting

skirting - round 
model fix & clic

universal cover skirting

skirting 14x58 fix & clic

decor ceiling moulding

skirting - English 
model fix & clic

skirting 8x70

skirting 14x80 fix & clic

adjustable height skirting

Finishing accessories in your favorite Maestro decor. References: see pg 59 and 61.

* First sand the paintable finishing accessories lightly and use a primer before painting in the desired color.

with fixation rail 
8 x 40 x 2400 mm 
2 pcs/pack (4,8 rm) 
 
for novo ceiling panels

decor ceiling moulding
with fixation rail 
10 x 40 x 2400 mm 
2 pcs/pack (4,8 rm) 

decor ceiling moulding

12 x 60 x 2400 mm 
5 pcs/pack (12 rm) 
ref 730077 
 
MDF skirting with water-resistant 
PVC insert.

water-resistant skirting
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14 x 75 x 2400 mm 
5 pcs/pack (12 rm) 
ref 705410 
14 x 120 x 2400 mm 
5 pcs/pack (12 rm) 
ref 705409 

8 x 70 x 2200 mm 
5 pcs/pack (11 rm) 
ref 723480 

14 x 80 x 2400 mm 
10 pcs/pack (24 rm) 
ref 717424

skirting 14x80 fix & clic

PAINTABLE MOULDINGS*

4 x 50 x 2400 mm 
20 pcs/pack (48 rm)
ref 723484

14 x 14 x 2400 mm 
5 pcs/pack (12 rm) 
ref 723459

4 x 30 x 2400 mm 
20 pcs/pack (48 rm) 
ref 715744

flexible moulding quarter round cover moulding
Finishing accessories in your favorite Maestro decor. References: see pg 59 and 61.

* First sand the paintable finishing accessories lightly and use a primer before painting in the desired color.

FLOORING ACCESSORIES - VENEER

DOOR FRAMES

MOUNTING CLIPS

26 x 130 x 2200 mm 
6 pcs/pack (13,20 rm) 
 
unlacquered oak veneer 
ref 705416

12 x 70 x 2200 mm 
5 pcs/pack (11 rm) 
 
MDF 
ref 705324

250 clips per box for +/- 
15m² panels 
 
ref 500943

14 x 80 x 2400 mm 
5 pcs/pack (12 rm) 
 
unlacquered oak veneer 
ref 723457 
lacquered oak veneer 
ref 723456

12 x 70 x 2150 mm 
5 pcs/pack (10,75 rm) 
 
unlacquered oak veneer 
ref 705014

30 clips per box for +/-  
10 rm skirting boards 
 
ref 500772

cover skirting

door frame creus

fixation clips for panels

skirting 14 x 80 fix & clic

door frame creus

fixation clips for fix & clic skirtings

3-in-1 profile
16 x 54 x 2150 mm 
10 pcs/pack (21,50 rm) 
 
unlacquered oak veneer 
ref 723989 
lacquered oak veneer 
ref 723988

12 x 70 x 2200 mm 
5 pcs/pack (11 rm) 
 
MDF
ref 705331

door frame trapezium

12 x 70 x 2150 mm 
5 pcs/pack (10,75 lm) 
 
unlacquered oak veneer 
ref 705019

door frame trapezium

transition profile,

adjustment profile 

and end profile in 1
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